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Measurements

Fibers

Collection: A versatile collection of dining, lounging and poolside elements, RILLY by GamFratesi takes a fresh approach 
to DEDON’s outdoor heritage. In place of traditional weaving technique, it features parallel vertical strands of maritime
rope or new DEDON Fiber ‘Touch’. The result is a “transparent” collection of friendly forms with distinctive faceting and a 
contemporary, graphic quality.

Characteristics: Contemporary. Graphic. Inviting. Intimate. Expansive.
Armchair: Light and solid, with distinctive faceting and a contemporary graphic quality, the armchair features an 
 injection-molded seat. Available in four distinct colors, it comes with seat and optional back cushion. 
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in black pepper.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.  
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: Choose between DEDON Fiber and weatherproof rope.  
Optional Dry+ cushion construction is available for RILLY.

RILLY
Armchair

Design by GramFratesi | Item code: 103001 | Weight 5,9 kg/13 lbs | Volume 0,26 m³/9 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): seat cushion: 0,58 m/0.63 yd, optional back cushion: 0,47 m/0.51 yd (plain fabric only)
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157
taupe touch

Additional items

Cover

Features

Dry+ cushion

Cushion 
holder

158
teal touch

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Seat cushion: 95103001

Optional back cushion: 95103002

Dry+ seat cushion: 95103201

Dry+ optional back cushion: 95103202

CushionsRopes

155
taupe melange

156
teal melange
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Measurements

Collection: A versatile collection of dining, lounging and poolside elements, RILLY by GamFratesi takes a fresh approach 
to DEDON’s outdoor heritage. In place of traditional weaving technique, it features parallel vertical strands of maritime
rope or new DEDON Fiber ‘Touch’. The result is a “transparent” collection of friendly forms with distinctive faceting and a 
contemporary, graphic quality.

Characteristics: Contemporary. Graphic. Inviting. Intimate. Expansive.
2-seater: Intimate and inviting, the 2-seater features a powder-coated aluminum frame and parallel vertical strands of fiber 
or maritime rope. It comes in four colors and is available in a range of fabrics.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in black pepper.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.  
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: Choose between DEDON Fiber and weatherproof rope.  
Optional Dry+ cushion construction is available for RILLY.

RILLY
2-seater

Design by GramFratesi | Item code: 103012 | Weight 15,7 kg/35 lbs | Volume 1,14 m³/40 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 4,52 m/4.49 yd (plain fabric only)
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Additional items

Cover

Features

Dry+ cushion

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Cushion set : 95103012

Dry+ cushion set : 95103212

CushionsFibers

157
taupe touch

158
teal touch

Ropes

155
taupe melange

156
teal melange
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Measurements

Collection: A versatile collection of dining, lounging and poolside elements, RILLY by GamFratesi takes a fresh approach 
to DEDON’s outdoor heritage. In place of traditional weaving technique, it features parallel vertical strands of maritime
rope or new DEDON Fiber ‘Touch’. The result is a “transparent” collection of friendly forms with distinctive faceting and a 
contemporary, graphic quality.

Characteristics: Contemporary. Graphic. Inviting. Intimate. Expansive.
3-seater: The generously proportioned 3-seater features a powder-coated aluminum frame and parallel vertical strands of 
fiber or maritime rope. It comes in four colors and is available in a range of fabrics. 
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in black pepper.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.  
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: Choose between DEDON Fiber and weatherproof rope.  
Optional Dry+ cushion construction is available for RILLY.

RILLY
3-seater

Design by GramFratesi | Item code: 103015 | Weight 21,4 kg/46 lbs | Volume 1,57 m³/55 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 6,49 m/7.09 yd (plain fabric only)

12/19

Additional items

Cover

Features

Dry+ cushion

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Cushion set: 95103015

Dry+ cushion set: 95103215

CushionsFibers

157
taupe touch

158
teal touch

Ropes

155
taupe melange

156
teal melange
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Measurements

Collection: A versatile collection of dining, lounging and poolside elements, RILLY by GamFratesi takes a fresh approach 
to DEDON’s outdoor heritage. In place of traditional weaving technique, it features parallel vertical strands of maritime
rope or new DEDON Fiber ‘Touch’. The result is a “transparent” collection of friendly forms with distinctive faceting and a 
contemporary, graphic quality.

Characteristics: Contemporary. Graphic. Inviting. Intimate. Expansive.
Lounge chair: With accommodating arm rests and large cushions, the lounge chair is great on its own but is best enjoyed 
with the footstool. The chair comes in four colors and is available in a range of fabrics. 
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in black pepper.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.  
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: Choose between DEDON Fiber and weatherproof rope.  
Optional Dry+ cushion construction is available for RILLY.

RILLY
Lounge chair

Design by GramFratesi | Item code: 103005 | Weight 9,3 kg/21 lbs | Volume 0,64 m³/23 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,57 m/2.81 yd (plain fabric only)

12/19

Additional items

Cover

Features

Dry+ cushion

Cushions

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Cushion set: 95103005

Dry+ cushion set: 95103205

Fibers

157
taupe touch

158
teal touch

Ropes

155
taupe melange

156
teal melange
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Measurements

Fibers

Collection: A versatile collection of dining, lounging and poolside elements, RILLY by GamFratesi takes a fresh approach 
to DEDON’s outdoor heritage. In place of traditional weaving technique, it features parallel vertical strands of maritime
rope or new DEDON Fiber ‘Touch’. The result is a “transparent” collection of friendly forms with distinctive faceting and a 
contemporary, graphic quality.

Characteristics: Contemporary. Graphic. Inviting. Intimate. Expansive.
Cocoon chair: The cocoon chair is a signature piece that stands on its own or as part of an ensemble. It features a 
beautifully woven canopy and is available in an especially wide range of colors. Combine with the footstool.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in black pepper.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.  
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: Choose between DEDON Fiber and weatherproof rope. Optional Dry+ cushion construction is available for 
RILLY. Cocoon chair and footstool are available in two additional DEDON Fiber colors: rosewood touch and saffron touch. 
Optional Dry+ cushion construction is available for RILLY.

RILLY
Cocoon chair

Design by GramFratesi | Item code: 103008 | Weight 17,5 kg/39 lbs | Volume 1,37 m³/48 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): cushion set: 2,57 m/2.81 yd (plain fabric only)

12/19

157
taupe touch

Additional items

Cover

Features

Dry+ cushion159
rosewood touch

158
teal touch

160
saffron touch

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Cushion set: 95103005

Dry+ cushion set: 95103205

CushionsRopes

155
taupe melange

156
teal melange

Cushion set including back cushion  
with headrest: 95103008

Dry+ cushion set including back cushion  
with headrest:  95103208

Cushion holder
for cushion with headrest only
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Measurements

Collection: A versatile collection of dining, lounging and poolside elements, RILLY by GamFratesi takes a fresh approach 
to DEDON’s outdoor heritage. In place of traditional weaving technique, it features parallel vertical strands of maritime
rope or new DEDON Fiber ‘Touch’. The result is a “transparent” collection of friendly forms with distinctive faceting and a 
contemporary, graphic quality.

Characteristics: Contemporary. Graphic. Inviting. Intimate. Expansive.
Footstool: Featuring thick cushions atop a sturdy base, the footstool is an ideal companion for all lounge chairs within the 
collection. It is available in a wide selection of colors and DEDON fabrics.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in black pepper.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.  
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: Choose between DEDON Fiber and weatherproof rope. Optional Dry+ cushion construction is available for 
RILLY. Cocoon chair and footstool are available in two additional DEDON Fiber colors: rosewood touch and saffron touch. 
Optional Dry+ cushion construction is available for RILLY.

RILLY
Footstool

Design by GramFratesi | Item code: 103032 | Weight 4,7 kg/10 lbs | Volume 0,13 m³/5 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,38 m/1.5 yd (plain fabric only)

12/19

Features

Dry+ cushion

Cushion 
holder

Additional items

Cover

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Cushion set: 95103032

Dry+ cushion set: 95103232

CushionsFibers

157
taupe touch

159
rosewood touch

158
teal touch

160
saffron touch

Ropes

155
taupe melange

156
teal melange

cm
inch

80

30
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Measurements

Collection: A versatile collection of dining, lounging and poolside elements, RILLY by GamFratesi takes a fresh approach 
to DEDON’s outdoor heritage. In place of traditional weaving technique, it features parallel vertical strands of maritime
rope or new DEDON Fiber ‘Touch’. The result is a “transparent” collection of friendly forms with distinctive faceting and a 
contemporary, graphic quality.

Characteristics: Contemporary. Graphic. Inviting. Intimate. Expansive.
Daybed left: The daybed left offers exceptional comfort and comes with the option of additional wheels. Cushions feature 
durable Dry+ cushion construction. The daybed left is available in a choice of four colors.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in black pepper.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.  
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: Choose between DEDON Fiber and weatherproof rope.  
Optional Dry+ cushion construction is available for RILLY.

RILLY
Daybed left

Design by GramFratesi | Item code: 103020 | Weight 13,9 kg/31 lbs | Volume 1,07 m³/38 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 3,85 m/4.21 yd (plain fabric only)

12/19

Additional items

Cover

Features

Dry+ cushion

Cushions

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Cushion set: 95103020

Dry+ cushion set: 95103220

Fibers

157
taupe touch

158
teal touch

Ropes

155
taupe melange

156
teal melange
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Measurements

Collection: A versatile collection of dining, lounging and poolside elements, RILLY by GamFratesi takes a fresh approach 
to DEDON’s outdoor heritage. In place of traditional weaving technique, it features parallel vertical strands of maritime
rope or new DEDON Fiber ‘Touch’. The result is a “transparent” collection of friendly forms with distinctive faceting and a 
contemporary, graphic quality.

Characteristics: Contemporary. Graphic. Inviting. Intimate. Expansive.
Daybed right: The daybed right offers exceptional comfort and comes with the option of additional wheels. Cushions 
feature durable Dry+ cushion construction. The daybed right is available in a choice of four colors.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in black pepper.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.  
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: Choose between DEDON Fiber and weatherproof rope.  
Optional Dry+ cushion construction is available for RILLY.

RILLY
Daybed right

Design by GramFratesi | Item code: 103022 | Weight 13,9 kg/31 lbs | Volume 1,07 m³/38 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 3,85 m/4.21 yd (plain fabric only)
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Additional items

Cover

Features

Dry+ cushion

Cushions

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Cushion set: 95103022

Dry+ cushion set: 95103222

Fibers

157
taupe touch

158
teal touch

Ropes

155
taupe melange

156
teal melange
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Measurements

Collection: A versatile collection of dining, lounging and poolside elements, RILLY by GamFratesi takes a fresh approach 
to DEDON’s outdoor heritage. In place of traditional weaving technique, it features parallel vertical strands of maritime
rope or new DEDON Fiber ‘Touch’. The result is a “transparent” collection of friendly forms with distinctive faceting and a 
contemporary, graphic quality.

Characteristics: Contemporary. Graphic. Inviting. Intimate. Expansive.
Double daybed: The sprawling double daybed offers plenty of room for relaxing alone or together. Use an additional back 
cushion for even greater comfort. Optional wheels are available for easy mobility.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in black pepper.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.  
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: Choose between DEDON Fiber and weatherproof rope.  
Optional Dry+ cushion construction is available for RILLY.

RILLY
Double daybed

Design by GramFratesi | Item code: 103018 | Weight 35,2 kg/78 lbs | Volume 2,8 m³/10 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 9,78 m/10.69 yd (plain fabric only)

12/19

Additional items

Cover

Features

Dry+ cushion

Cushions

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Cushion set: 95103018

Additional back cushion: 2× 95103019

Dry+ cushion set: 95103218

Dry+ additional back cushion: 2× 95103219

Foldable 
cushion

Fibers

157
taupe touch

158
teal touch

Ropes

155
taupe melange

156
teal melange
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Measurements

Collection: A versatile collection of dining, lounging and poolside elements, RILLY by GamFratesi takes a fresh approach 
to DEDON’s outdoor heritage. In place of traditional weaving technique, it features parallel vertical strands of maritime
rope or new DEDON Fiber ‘Touch’. The result is a “transparent” collection of friendly forms with distinctive faceting and a 
contemporary, graphic quality.

Characteristics: Contemporary. Graphic. Inviting. Intimate. Expansive.
Cocoon double daybed: The sprawling Cocoon double daybed is a signature piece that features a beautifully woven 
canopy for privacy and shade. Use an additional back cushion for even greater comfort. Optional wheels are available for 
easy mobility.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in black pepper.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.  
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: Choose between DEDON Fiber and weatherproof rope.  
Optional Dry+ cushion construction is available for RILLY.

RILLY
Cocoon double daybed

Design by GramFratesi | Item code: 103019 | Weight 42,7 kg/94 lbs | Volume 5,4 m³/19 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 9,78 m/10.69 yd (plain fabric only)
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Additional items

Cover

Features

Dry+ cushion

Cushions

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Cushion set: 95103018

Additional back cushion: 2× 95103019

Dry+ cushion set: 95103218

Dry+ additional back cushion: 2× 95103219

Foldable 
cushion

Fibers

157
taupe touch

158
teal touch

Ropes

155
taupe melange

156
teal melange


